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The War and Genocide Lobby
Go Haywire in Washington
by Jeffrey Steinberg

During his June 2002 visit to Sa˜o Paulo, Brazil, Lyndon to deal with the Israeli “breakaway ally” regime of Ariel
Sharon, the entire Middle East now stands poised on the vergeLaRouche issued a dramatic warning about a very likely fi-

nancial and monetary catastrophe before the end of the Sum- of a regional war. Sharon has been systematically setting the
military preconditions for an attempted mass expulsion of themer, which, in turn, could trigger new military adventures

and wars in the September-October 2002 time frame. 3.5 million Palestinians living in the West Bank and the Gaza
Strip, across the Jordan River, into Jordan, under his long-A review of recent events backs up LaRouche’s forecast:

• While the so-called Argentine monetary crisis is al- standing “final solution,” that “Jordan is Palestine.” Should
the Bush Administration adopt the folly of a “regime change”ready spreading into Brazil and other parts of Ibero-America,

the actual epicenter of the systemic global financial collapse in Iraq, Sharon would seize that opportunity to launch his
mass transfer operation. As the result, the entire Middle Eastis the United States itself. The U.S. dollar is collapsing against

other major currencies, because international investors no would explode in war, and that war would serve as a trigger
for a global “Clash of Civilizations” conflict that, like thelonger have confidence in the ability of the United States to

maintain world stability, or to reverse the accelerating physi- Thirty Years’ War of 1618-48, would take generations to end.
President George W. Bush’s June 24 Rose Garden speech,cal collapse of the U.S. economy. Recent U.S. government

figures show that the United States is bankrupt, with a total purporting to present his “vision” of Middle East peace, only
served to accelerate the drive toward Sharon’s mass transfer,of$32 trillion in combinedgovernment, corporate, andhouse-

hold debt, against a Gross Domestic Product of $10 trillion. by repudiating Yasser Arafat’s leadership of the Palestinian
people, and providing Sharon, effectively, with a green lightApproximately 72% of the entire U.S. GDP goes to servicing

the $32 trillion debt bubble. to kill Arafat.
Were such a chain of events to occur, the first nation to be• Around the globe, there are simmering conflicts which,

unless stopped, will trigger a new, worldwide “Thirty Years’ destroyed would be Israel itself. Thus, the Masada Complex-
driven psychotic, Ariel Sharon, has singled himself out as theWar.” The Spring 2002 efforts by the United States, Russia,

andChina topreventanuclearwarbetween IndiaandPakistan world’s leading suicide bomber.
In Ibero-America, the rapidly spreading financial crash, ahave succeeded so far, but the situation in the Subcontinent

remains fragile. One new act of irregular warfare could put reflection of the global systemic collapse, not some regional
“contagion,” is compounded by a broad-based narco-insur-the region back on a short fuse to war; while nearby, in Af-

ghanistan, American military forces are being drawn ever gency, which has engulfed Colombia, is resurfacing in Peru
(with the complicity of the Alejandro Toledo government),deeper into a quagmire, ill-prepared to wage mountain war-

fare, against “Afghansi” irregular warfare forces, who them- and has the active support of the Jacobin regime of Hugo
Chávez in Venezuela. In Brazil’s elections in October, a vic-selves were first promoted by the United States, Great Britain,

France, and Israel, to wage precisely the same kind of war tory by the Workers Party’s Luı´s Inacio “Lula” da Silva would
bring Jacobin rule to the largest nation in South America,against the Soviet Red Army, from 1979-89.

As the result of the Bush Administration’s failure, to date, sending the entire continent into chaos, sufficient to also trig-
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Deputy Secretary of
Defense Paul Wolfowitz
(front left), one of the
key figures in the
administration pushing
the disastrous Clash of
Civilizations policy,
meets with Israeli
Defense Forces
commander and
extremist warhawk, Gen.
Shaul Mofaz (front right)
at the Pentagon in June,
2001.

ger a Mexico crisis, with immediate implications for the The inexperience and other weaknesses of President Bush
are gravely compounded by the presence, inside the BushUnited States and Canada.

These narco-insurgencies have, in the recent past, enjoyed Administration, of a large “fi fth column” of operators, affili-
ated with the Sharon/Jabotinskyite faction in Israel, with thethe open support of leading Wall Street circles, who are ever

more desperate to get their hands on the trillions of dollars allied neo-conservative American political networks, and
with the Christian Zionist circles associated with Pat Robert-in revenue generated from the underground sales of drugs,

weapons, and other contraband. Typical of this support, was son, Jerry Falwell, Gary Bauer, Ed McAteer and others.
President Bush also faces an insurgency from within thethe June 1999 meeting between a leader of the narcoterrorist

Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) in its “de- U.S. Congress, on both sides of the aisle, led by the alliance
between organized-crime-tainted Republican Sen. John Mc-militarized zone” and New York Stock Exchange Chairman

Richard Grasso, as well as the tens of millions of dollars that Cain (Ariz.) and the Hollywood-owned Democratic Sen. Jo-
seph Lieberman (Conn.). The insurgency aims to steer themega-hedge-fund manager George Soros pours annually into

the drug legalization movement, at the very same moment he President into precisely the military adventures that the uto-
pian promoters of a “Clash of Civilizations” war so desper-unleashes speculative attacks on the sovereign currencies of

Ibero-America. Under the terms of President George W. ately seek, and which the Wall Street and City of London
financiers so desperately need, to maintain political power asBush’s “war on terrorism,” these actions by Wall Street’s

Grasso and Soros place them in the category of “enemy com- their financial and monetary system nears the final crash.
The bulk of this EIR strategic study will deal with thesebatants” ; however, both men enjoy the open support of lead-

ing factions within the Bush Administration. networks of utopians inside the Bush Administration, inside
the Congress, and inside key think-tanks in the ambit of theThe prospects of financial catastrophe and war are imme-

diately on the horizon. Yet, recent statements by U.S. Trea- Washington Beltway, which are openly promoting imperial
wars on every continent, and which are out to destroy some ofsury Secretary Paul O’Neill confirm, that most members of

the Bush Administration are willfully oblivious to this loom- America’s most enduring international partnerships, starting
with the 60-year alliance with Saudi Arabia. But, before pro-ing crisis. It is a certainty that President Bush does not grasp

the momentous events now unfolding. Nor is he prepared to viding these dossiers, it is necessary to provide some back-
ground to the present utopian strategy of provoking religioushandle the awesome responsibilities he will face, perhaps as

early as Autumn of this year. and other forms of irregular warfare throughout the planet.
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Britain’s evil Lord
Bertrand Russell (left)
authored the Malthusian
policy of wiping out the
darker-skinned
populations of the world,
even by bacteriological
warfare. This hideous
worldview was codified
by U.S. Secretary of
State Henry Kissinger
(right), in his National
Security Study
Memorandum 200 of
1974.

Bush’s Enemies Have an Agenda confirm the essence of the Kissinger doctrine:
“The important potential linkage between rapid popula-While President Bush, and even many of his more experi-

enced senior policy aides, are grossly unprepared for the tion growth and minerals availability is indirect rather than
direct. It flows from the negative effects of excessive popula-looming Summer-Autumn crisis, his utopian adversaries are

ready. Indeed, they are operating from a longstanding, insane tion growth in economic development and social progress,
and therefore on internal stability, in overcrowded underde-policy agenda, which dates back more than a quarter-century,

to the period when Henry A. Kissinger was the de facto Presi- veloped countries. The United States has become increas-
ingly dependent on mineral imports from developing coun-dent of the United States, during the nominal terms of Richard

Nixon and Gerald Ford. At that time, Kissinger promulgated tries in recent decades, and this trend is likely to continue.
The location of known reserves of higher-grade ores of mosta new U.S. national security policy, set forward in National

Security Study Memorandum 200 (NSSM-200), “ Implica- minerals favors increasing dependence of all industrialized
regions on imports from less developed countries. The realtions of Worldwide Population Growth for U.S. Security and

Overseas Interests.” The final report was issued to the Presi- problems of mineral supplies lie, not in basic physical suffi-
ciency, but in the politico-economic issues of access, termsdent on Dec. 10, 1974, for his signature, but was not declassi-

fied until July 3, 1989, a decade after it was supposed to have for exploration and exploitation, and division of the benefits
among producers, consumers, and host country govern-been made public.

The essence of NSSM-200 was that technology-intensive ments.
“ In the extreme cases where population pressures leadindustrialization and population growth in the developing

world represent a grave national security threat to the United to endemic famine, food riots, and breakdown of social
order, those conditions are scarcely conducive to systematicStates, because countries with growing populations and ex-

panding agro-industrial economies would use up the strategic exploration for mineral deposits or the long-term invest-
ments required for their exploitation. Short of famine, unlessraw materials, which Kissinger and company deemed the in-

dispensable property of the United States. NSSM-200 effec- some minimum of popular aspirations for material improve-
ment can be satisfied, and unless the terms of access andtively condemned the entire developing world to permanent

poverty, disease, manipulated civil, ethnic, and religious exploitation persuade governments and peoples that this as-
pect of the international economic order has ‘something inwars, aimed at population reduction, and sought to erect a

post-modern imperialism, centered around private raw mate- it for them,’ concessions to foreign companies are likely
to be expropriated or subjected to arbitrary intervention.rials looting cartels, modelled on the British East India

Company. Whether through government action, labor conflicts, sabo-
tage, or civil disturbances, the smooth flow of needed materi-Although the report’s language was carefully crafted, to

obscure the genocidal implications of the underlying security als will be jeopardized. Although population pressure is
obviously not the only factor involved, these types of frustra-doctrine, a few passages from the official text suffice to
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tions are much less likely under conditions of slow or zero
population growth.”

NSSM-200 singled out 13 countries as the highest-prior-
ity targets for drastic population control, stating, bluntly: “As-
sistance for population moderation should give primary em-
phasis to the largest and fastest-growing developing countries
where there is special U.S. political and strategic interest.
Those countries are: India, Bangladesh, Pakistan, Nigeria,
Mexico, Indonesia, Brazil, the Philippines, Thailand, Egypt,
Turkey, Ethiopia, and Colombia.”

1960s Paradigm Shift
The revival of Malthusian genocide was by no means

initiated with the NSSM-200 report of the Kissinger National
Security Council. Rather, the report consolidated a policy
coup inside the United States Executive branch, that was be-

U.S. special forces, with members of the Northern Alliance in
gun with the assassination of President John F. Kennedy, Afghanistan, in November 2001. The war in Afghanistan has
and which reflected a cultural “paradigm shift” within the drawn the United States into a quagmire for which it was utterly

unprepared—as EIR warned would happen.advanced sector as a whole.
Already, beginning in 1965, with the publication of the

Organization for Economic Development and Cooperation
(OECD) report on education, authored by NATO official Dr. mass scale among a drug-rock-sex counterculture-wrecked

Baby Boomer generation in the early 1970s, through suchAlexander King, the call for drastic population reduction and
the takedown of modern scientific education was placed on outfits as the Club of Rome, founded by Aurelio Peccei, the

protégé of NATO official Dr. Alexander King. It was againstthe table.
The 1961 launching of the World Wildlife Fund, by Brit- the backdrop of this campaign, that Kissinger was able to

foster the same evil, and scientifically fraudulent, doctrine ofain’s Royal Consort, Prince Philip, also signalled the Anglo-
American oligarchy’s newest initiative, to promote large- “negative population growth,” as the official national security

policy of the United States under NSSM-200.scale population destruction, targetting the darker-skinned
peoples of the developing world. Dr. King had put it suc- Kissinger was followed at the top White House National

Security post in 1977 by Zbigniew Brzezinski, who, like Kiss-cinctly in an interview he gave to EIR on May 21, 1981:
“There will be all these troubles, invasions, migrations. Look inger, was a Harvard protégé of Dr. William Yandell Elliott,

an avid promoter of H.G. Wells’ Open Conspiracy for anat the number of foreigners already. The United Kingdom is
no longer a white country. And even at the present rate, the Anglo-American zero-growth global empire. Brzezinski’s

contributions to the drive for this new British Empire in-white race is finished.”
Dr. King shared the worldview of Prince Philip, who de- cluded: the promotion of Global 2000, a reiteration of Kiss-

inger’s NSSM-200 by the Jimmy Carter Administration; hisclared himself in favor of wiping out 80% of the human race
over the next three generations, for the sake of retaining power embrace of Dr. Bernard Lewis’ promotion of irrationalist,

nominally Muslim fundamentalist cults, as part of the “Cres-in the hands of the Anglo-Saxon oligarchy, under a new global
feudal order. cent of Crisis” destabilization of the Middle East and Central

Asia; and the Carter-era Federal Reserve policy of “controlledLord Bertrand Russell, whom Lyndon LaRouche has
named the most evil figure of the 20th Century, made the case disintegration of the world economy,” through Chairman Paul

Volker’s high interest rates and financial market deregulation.for bringing into being such a Dark Age, a decade before
Prince Philip launched his WWF, in his 1951 book, The Im- Twenty-five years of these policies have brought the

planet to the present moment, where we are weeks or monthspact of Science on Society, where he wrote: “At present the
population of the world is increasing at about 50,000 per diem. away from the biggest financial and monetary crash in modern

history. And the architects of that disaster, who are themselvesWar, so far, has had no very great effect on this increase,
which continued throughout each of the world wars. . . . But incapable of comprehending or stopping the catastrophe, will

now proceed to ignite the Thirty Years’ War, which they haveperhaps bacteriological war may prove effective. If a Black
Death could spread throughout the world once in every gener- been promoting in the name of “zero growth,” for the past 35

years—unless they are stopped.ation, survivors could procreate freely without making the
world too full. The state of affairs might be unpleasant, but In the dossier that follows, EIR identifies some of the key

players inside the Bush Administration, who are wittinglywhat of it?”
These murderous Malthusian ideas were promoted on a promoting this near-term agenda of war and chaos.
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